Paper discuss some issues related to model checking: (1) early model checking teaching via games, (2) utility of model checking and games for solving puzzles, (3) importance of games for validation of model checkers. Basic ideas are illustrated by a model checking based solution for a complicated puzzle how to identify a unique false coin among given ones balancing them limited times.
Introduction
The role of formal methods in the development of computer hard-and software increases since systems become more complex and require more e orts for their speci cation, design, implementation and veri cation. Simultaneously formal methods become more complicated since they have to capture real properties of real systems for sound reasoning. The best way to get opinion about scope and range of formal methods research and their industrial-strength applications is to visit special sites http://archive.comlab.ox.ac.uk/formal-methods.html in Oxford, http://shemesh.larc.nasa.gov/fm/ in NASA or from proceedings of the latest World Congress on formal methods FM' 99 1] .
A survey of formal methods is out of the scope of this paper. Nevertheless let us remark that speci cation languages which are in use in formal methods range from propositional to high-order level while a proving technique is either semantical (model-checking) or syntactic (deduction) reasoning. In particular program logics are modal logics used in hard-and software veri cation and speci cation. A special place in a diversity of propositional program logics belongs to the propositional -Calculus ( C) of D. Kozen 3] due to its expressiveness.
In brief C can be de ned as a polymodal variant of basic modal logic K with xpoints. A model checking problem for the -Calculus is a very important research topic 7, 8, 4, 5, 6, 12, 13, 10, 11, 14, 9] . Close relations between model checking the -Calculus and special bisimulation games are under investigation in papers 12, 13, 14] . In particular, 12] de ned in nite model checking games. Then 13] de ned nite xed point games and characterized indistinguishability of processes (states) by means of formulae with bounded amounts of modalities and xpoints in terms of winning strategies with bounded amounts of moves. The last cited paper 14] exploited model-checking games for practical e cient local model checking. In contrast, we would like to discuss three other issues related to a role of games for the -Calculus, namely:
nite games for early teaching of model checking (sections 2, 3), model checking and abstraction for programming puzzles (sections 4, 5), validation of model checkers via game test-suits (section 6, 7).
Learning -Calculus via games
In spite of the importance of the formal approach for development of a reliable hard-and software this research domain is not well acquainted to nonprofessionals. In particular, many undergraduate students of departments which are closely related to further progress of computer hard-and software (i.e. pure/applied mathematics and electric/electronic engineering) consider formal methods in general to be out of scope of their interests, since they (formal methods) are either too poor for their pure mathematics, either too pure for their poor mathematics. We are especially concerned by this disappointing not well motivated attitude and suppose that a de cit of popular lectures, tutorials and papers on this topic is the main reason for this ignorance. But an attitude of researchers engaged with formal methods to popularization of their research domain seems not to be very much better then an attitude of students to formal methods, while popular presentation of research is a good opportunity for better computer science education and will support the transfer of scienti c research to industrial practice. Really, in a comparison with an attitude of mathematicians to popularization of their researches a corresponding activity of computer scientists seem non-impressive. There are several popular world-wide known journals on mathematics primary oriented to a wide community which comprises students as well as researchers (ex., The Mathematical Intelligencer and The American Mathematical Monthly). Moreover, mathematicians become more concerned by popularity of the applied mathematics among students. In particular, SIAM recently launched a special section on education in the SIAM Review. As is stated in the Guidelines for SIREV Authors 15] , \In the large majority of cases, articles should be written for students, not to faculty. Articles should provide descriptions, illustrations and sights regarding established or recent knowledge, as opposed to new research results". In contrast it is very hard to point out a journal or magazine in computer science which regularly publishes popular and expository papers primary oriented for students.
The above arguments can lead to a conclusion that an attitude to popular presentation of formal methods theory is negative. This conclusion is invalid of course. Really, let us just to remind brilliant lectures of professors E. W. Dijkstra and D. Gries, International Summer Schools in Marktoberdorf (http://www4.in.tum.de/div/summerschool/) or European Summer Schools in Logic, Language and Information (http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/ esslli/). But let us also to remark that an auditory of these lectures and school is comparatively small (a couple of hundreds per year) and consists of graduate or postgraduate students, junior scientists or even professors.
Earlier and better learning formal methods via popular (but sound) presentation of mathematical foundations of formal methods can be based on games and game-based puzzles. An educational role of games and game-based puzzles is well acknowledged in the literature on logics of knowledge in computer science. For example, in 2] a knowledge-based analysis of muddy children puzzle, synchronous attack and Byzantine agreement motivate and illustrate basic theoretical ideas and concepts. May be the main lesson which educators/researchers should learn from 2] is: for being attractive mathematical foundations of formal methods should be illustrated by challenging game-based examples.
We would like to sketch below how a program logics tributary creek of a powerful stream called formal methods was presented in a popular (but mathematically sound) form to undergraduate students of mathematics, physics and technical departments of Novosibirsk State University during preparation to the 1999/2000 Regional ACM Collegiate Programming Contest 16] . We hope that this example can be interesting for model checking community not only from a pedagogical viewpoint since it assists to understand and develop some further results presented in the paper.
The rst author of this paper was a member of the program committee for a regional middle school contest on mathematics. Several years ago the following puzzle was suggested by the committee to pupils on the contest:
A set of coins consists of 14 valid and 1 false coin. All valid coins have one and the same weight while the false coin has a di erent weight. One of the valid coins is marked while all other coins (including the false one) are unmarked. Is it possible to identify a false coin balancing coins 3 times atmost?
Both authors were trainers of teams of undergraduates for ACM Regional programming contests. So a question how to put the puzzle for programming arose naturally. Finally a corresponding programming problem was designed and o ered to undergraduate students on training sessions. A brief form of the problem follows:
Write Here the programming problem is over. Since the problem is to write a program which produce another program then we would like to refer to the rst program as the metaprogram and to the problem as the metaprogram problem respectively. For tackle the problem let us give below a game interpretation. In these settings the metaprogram problem can be reformulated as follows:
Write a program which for all N 1, K 0 and M 0 generates (i possible) a K-rounds at most wining strategy for prog in the GAME(N,M).
Then another question arises: What is a proper formalism for solving the metaprogram problem in this new setting? A hint is a formalism should have explicit xpoints. Really, the following informal statement is very natural: If a player prog is in a position where he/she has a winning strategy then he/she has a move prior to and after which the game is not lost, but after which every move of another player user leads to a position where the game is lost or prog has a winning strategy. In other words: a set of positions where prog has a winning strategy is a xpoint of a special mapping from sets of position to sets of positions.
A functional paradigm is a well known paradigm with explicit xpoints. But, in accordance with regulations of ACM Collegiate Programming Contests, programs should be written in an imperative language PASCAL, C or C++. So another paradigm would be better in this case then the functional one. It should be a paradigm which captures imperative style and xpoints simultaneously. This is a program logics paradigm in general, and the formalism of the propositional -Calculus in particular. But this formalism is not very simple since in the most comprehensive form it relies upon trans nite induction: it is not easy to make the -Calculus easy for the undergraduate students! Another hint is an incremental approach to the introduction of the -Calculus and a concentration on model checking of the -Calculus in nite models only. See 17] for full story with a solution for the metaprogram problem and details of background theory while a brief summary is presented in the next sections 3, 4, 5. where an alternating depth a of a formula is a maximal amount of alternations in nesting and with respect to the syntactical dependences and formally is de ned by induction. We would like to point out only that the alternating depth is always less then or equal to the nesting depth of xpoints for every formula.
In particular, the a complexity of model checking a xed formula WIN in a model is linear in a size of the model. In terms of model checking a preliminary high-level design for the metaprogram problem is quite simple: In accordance with proposition 2 this design is correct. Concrete models are quite good from pure mathematical viewpoint and an idea to implement, plug and play the above preliminary design seems to be natural. Sorry, concrete models are too large from viewpoint of computer science since amounts of possible positions and possible moves are an exponential functions of N.
Towards Metaprogram via Abstraction
A hint how to solve the metaprogram problem is quite easy: to consider amounts of coins instead of coin numbers. This idea is natural: when somebody is solving puzzles he/she operates in terms of amounts of coins of di erent kinds not in terms of their numbers! We suppose that in both cases a high-level reliability of model checkers is of extreme importance due to an automatic character of model checking. But in spite of importance of reliability issues of veri cation tools there are weak moves only in the formal veri cation community. Let us discus some of reasons of this situation with reliability. First, in automated deduction a reliability problem can most likely be solved by coupling a prover with a proof checker so that the prover will be required to make proofs that can be checked by the proof checker. This approach seems reasonable due to its simplicity and since proofs are relatively short in a comparison with the size of a system to be veri ed, while proof checking has a linear complexity. Next, the most popular model checkers SMV 24] and SPIN 25] are model checkers for temporal logics, i.e. they use xpoints on a metalevel only and so that all inner xpoints are independent of outer ones. In this case model checking algorithms are quite simple and transparent 20]. Unfortunately, both above reasons are invalid for model checkers of theCalculus in nite models. An approach \a la" theorem proving is impossible due to an exponential complexity of model checking \proofs". Simultaneously, a natural transparency of model checking for temporal logics is lost due to a complicated interaction of alternating nesting xpoints. So we foresee only three reasonable approaches to reliable model checking for the -Calculus in nite models: simultaneous polyvariant model checking, preliminary extensive testing of model checkers,
formal veri cation of model checkers. Due to complexity reasons mentioned above, a polyvariant approach to reliable model checking is time, space and cost expensive. The second approach seems to be problematic also since test-generation is a non-trivial problem itself. This problem is addressed in 26] and is discussed in brief in the next paragraph below. As far as concern formal veri cation of model checkers then let us point out on a recent paper 27], where an automatically generated from a proof model checker is reported. To the best of our knowledge it is the rst and unique paper on formally veri ed model checkers. This veri ed model checker is an implementation on Caml of a model checking algorithm from 28], it is generated by an interactive logic framework Coq from a formally presented proof of correctness of the algorithm.
Why an extensive testing of model checkers for the -Calculus in nite models is a non-trivial problem? Because overall test suits for a model checker must be transparent, must have predictable results and simultaneously should exploit a non-trivial combinations of xpoints. But these two claims are mutually exclusive: a predictability of results implies formulae's simplicity, while a non-trivial combinations of xpoints are non-trivial for forecasting. May be the most appropriate solution for an overall testing of model checkers is to test them against a formally veri ed model checker on automatically generated test suits.
As far as concerns manual overall testing of model checkers then problem domain of nite games seems to be the best choice for it, since it comprises understandability of formulae and veri ability of results. A correctness of the results in this case can be checked manually or by means of implementing program robots for players simulation. Below we present 3 examples of parameterized nite games which were in use for manual testing of model checkers for the -Calculus and nite models in a speci cation and veri cation project REAL 29, 30, 26, 31, 32] . In the next section 7 we discuss and illustrate another series of examples of special parameterized nite games which are to be implemented in this project for further validation of model checkers. We used parameterized games for tracking how model checkers react on changes of size of models. All examples in this section are clearly presented as a searching problems for winning strategy in nite games of two players while all examples in the next section 7 are presented in a form of puzzles, but we hope that all readers can recognize and formalize the underlying nite games.
The rst example is called \Game in Numbers". In contrast, fairness conditions prohibit sessions where some condition holds nitely often only. An in nite session is said to be fair with respect to a property i the property holds for an in nite amount of positions in the session. A winning strategy for sessions which satis es fairness constraints for a player is a strategy which guarantee win for the player in every in nite session where constraints hold nitely often only: the player wins every session which he/she begins, which is not prohibited by constraints, and where he/she implements the strategy. FAIRWIN is valid in those states of G (P;MA;MB ;F) where the player A has a wining strategy in sessions which satis es the constraints C.
Let us present an example of a puzzles which can be solved in terms of games with fairness constraints presented above.
A city consists of squares and roads between them. A taxi driver would like to reach some desirable square (say Rail Way Square) where he/she hopes to get a generous passenger which is ready to pay as much as driver asks. Taxi can move from a square to another square through a road which connect them. Usually driver selects roads in accordance to his/her will, but in some squares (these squares are known) occasional passengers order driver to move through a road in accordance with passenger's choice, which sometimes is a bad, poor road (these roads are known too). But for sake of driver's luck, there is a nite amount of occasional passengers which would like to select these bad roads. Problem: De ne from what initial squares driver can reach the desirable square while service all orders of all occasional passengers through a rout?
Let us explain how to represent this puzzle as a nite game with fairness constraints. A hint is to introduce \police stations" in all bad roads. Let positions be all squares and police stations, moves be roads and the desirable square be a nal position while a unique fairness constraint be \in a police station". Finally add some additional stops for organizing moves in a proper order (i.e. ...-driver-passenger-driver-...), and the game is ready!
Conclusion
The paper presents some non-standard experience with model checking and discusses how regular teaching, training for programming contests and implementation of veri cation tools can go hand-in-hand with each-other, with model checking and game theory. Simultaneously it is an expression of a strong belief of authors that there exists a de cit of popular lectures, tutorials and papers on the topics related to foundations of formal methods; challenging programming problems are a good chance for better education and popularization of foundations of formal methods; computer science journals and magazines should promote popularization of formal methods foundations.
